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The speaker
•Vince Harney is one of the leading experts in Property Development, and Real Estate Software. He has had
over 25 years’ experience of the construction and property markets. He has worked in both the UK and
Internationally, having worked as Group Finance Director for a Large European Property Developer based in
Prague CZ ,a Divisional Finance Director for Bovis Homes as well as Senior Commercial Finance Roles at
AMEC (now MUSE )Developments.
•He is a Chartered Accountant and Chartered Tax Advisor who has been involved commercially in Property
Development for over 20 years.
•Vince heads up the European Operations of Estate Master and works closely with RICS to provide valuable
programmes for the Membership including work for RICS in the Middle East. He has also presented courses to
Property Developers on a wide range of related topics covering Feasibilities, Management, Fund Management
and International Cross Border Transactions .
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Student Housing
Investment in the student housing market sector has remained strong, this session will
review how the market performed in 2017 and how the sector is shaping up on 2018.
:
•

The sector as a whole: how is it growing and why?

•

Who are the investors operating in this market?

•

Where are investors looking and where is the priority?

•

How are the student population numbers impacting the sector?

•

What student cities and towns pose investment opportunities?
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Student Housing- Overview on Asset Class
Why have Investors put their money in this new and relatively immature Asset
Class??
•

Advent – Historic change. Grants to Self Financed Education system

•

Volume of Quality Privately financed Accommodation required for an increasing Student population

•

Institutionally Accepted Asset Class PBSH – Retail for example NOT providing the returns

•

Guaranteed annual income churn and short stability period- reasonable yield

•

Recession Proof

•

Brexit Proof!- International Student mix (ME /Far East) Overseas investors -CPPIB
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Student Housing- 2017 Sector Review
How is the Sector Growing and Why?
•
•
•
•

Demand for Student Accommodation has been growing
Strength and Quality of UK Higher Education system KEY Driver
Student Property Investment totalled £4bn in 2017 up 25% on 2016
Asset class producing clear income returns that are stabilising in 2 years so creating a
degree of certainty for Investors
• Students attracted to good Quality “Lifestyle” Accommodation. Pay via Student Loans /
Foreign money
• Investors getting better yielding assets than retail and some offices (as both those
traditional markets are yielding less on more uncertainty)
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Student Housing- Investors – Who are they?

•
•
•
•

Unite – By far the Largest
CPPIB and Liberty
iQ (Backed by Goldman Sachs)
Brookfield SRE

Key to their success is to not only act
as INVESTOR but also Developer
and OPERATOR.
Recognition of need to be in charge
of minimising Operating Costs
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Student Housing- Operators – Who are they?
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Student Housing – Where are Investors Looking

Source BPF

DIFFERENT APPROACHES FOR THE
INVESTOR
•

Mature Markets

•

Emerging Markets

•

Core Markets

•

Price Sensitive Markets
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Investors– The Mature Markets

Source BPF

Strategic cities containing dual or multiple well
regarded (mostly the 24 Russell Group
Universities)
They have large numbers of students.
These markets have a historically high availability
of development , and have seen large amounts of
PBSA development in recent years
It is important that new development is targeted at
the greatest pool of occupier demand
Examples
• Newcastle
• Liverpool
• Leeds
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Investors– The Core Markets

Source BPF

Strategic cities containing dual or multiple well
regarded (Russell Group typically) universities
high in the Performance Rankings
They have large numbers of students.
These markets have benefited from increases in
student numbers but have limited historic PBSA
Development
.
Examples
•

Manchester

•

Edinburgh

•

Birmingham
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Investors– The Emerging Markets

Source BPF

Relatively immature markets in terms of their
provision of PBSA .
Characterised by good quality universities but low
PBSA stock availability.
This can often be as a result of more stringent
planning regimes in these towns and cities.
Rental growth in these locations has outperformed
the wider UK average and is likely to continue to
do so as a result of the imbalance between supply
and demand.
Examples
• Cardiff
• Canterbury
• Bath
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Investors– The Price Sensitive Markets

Source BPF

Cities that have experienced a boom in
development but do not have the underlying
demand for large amounts of stock at the luxury
end of the market.
Affordable products are the primary driver of
rental growth in 2017/18, with the strongest
performance coming from en-suite and non ensuite rooms.
Examples
•

Nottingham

•

Durham

•

Aberdeen
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Student Accommodation – How are Student Numbers
affecting the sector?
Volumes historically growing- Numbers are driving the
demand – Mix maybe slightly change EU v Non EU v UK
More Full Time Students-Over 1.7m Full time students
UK Educational and Russell Group Research
Universities built on quality and reputation attractive to
Foreign Students
UK Internal Applications while slightly down in 2018 are
expected to increase.
Likelihood for increased supply of quality product.
Certainly 2018/2019
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Student Accommodation – Where are Students coming from?
International Blend
•

UK perceived as offering High Quality
Education. Extremely attractive to both EU
and Non EU

•

China dominates the NON EU applicants and
this is envisaged to remain so
The number of students accepting places at
UK institutions has increased over the longterm. In 2017/18, over 200,000 18-year olds
and 70,000 students from outside the UK
accepted places, the highest on record.
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Student Accommodation – Where are Students coming from?
Trends continue upward to suggest a record
year for 2018 – despite a slight drop in UCAS
entrants for 2018.
The data indicates for 2018/19
•

EU applications up 3.4% DESPITE Brexit

•

Non –EU applications up 11.1%
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Student Accommodation – Bed Spaces by Room Types
Purpose Built Student Accommodation
(PBSA) has bed spaces of 602,000 in 2017/18
87% of Beds delivered by the Private Sector
Mix as per graph shifting from Standard
rooms to Studios
150,000 Bed Spaces in the Development
Pipeline – Birmingham, Liverpool, London,
Sheffield and Glasgow the main areas of
Development
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Student Accommodation – Cities best for Investor- Liverpool
Liverpool
is one of the best investment locations in the UK
right now so it’s no surprise that a city with over
67,000 students living there is also one of the
best student investment locations. Liverpool has
5 different higher educational institutes,
including Liverpool University, within its
Knowledge Quarter district and with a shortage
of around 22,000 bed spaces in Liverpool for the
cities student population, prices are only being
driven up on the few PBSAs that are available.
Brand new developments such as Aura in the
city centre offer many investors an exciting town
sure to deliver on capital growth and yields alike
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Student Accommodation – Cities best for InvestorManchester
Manchester
has a huge student population with over 85,000
studying there so the demographic for anyone that
owns student BTL property is huge. A total of
350,000 students are only an hour’s drive from
Manchester as well, increasing the demand for
student property even more. The graduate
retention is 51% which is second only to London
meaning that Manchester’s employers benefit
hugely from having them there. 39,700 study at
the University of Manchester alone and a further
19,000 at Salford University, meaning that sites
like X1 The Campus are well placed to secure a
good rental income whilst being in touch with the
cities amenities.
Keen Yields Though!
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Student Accommodation – Cities best for Investor- Leeds

Leeds
has long been a favourite town of those
investing in student accommodation and, with
so many top universities there such as the
University of Leeds, Leeds Trinity University and
Leeds Beckett University, it’s not hard to see
why. The city has a student population of
approximately 70,000 people and the amount of
housing available through the University of
Leeds is only 9,050, meaning that more and
more students are turning to privately owned
PBSA developments in the city centre. With high
yields of around 8%, investors see Leeds as a
great student town to put their money into.
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Student Accommodation – Cities best for InvestorHuddersfield
Huddersfield
….is recognised as a significant, established and
growing student town popular with domestic and
international students. The University of
Huddersfield is home to more than 24,900
students and £80 million has been spent on the
universities main campus in the last decade.
There is a significant imbalance in terms of the
PBSA sites in Huddersfield right now- many are
outside the main town centre over 4 miles away
and require hundreds of students to travel via bus
to get there.
Sites within walking distance of the universities
however, like Crane Court, have an immediate
advantage in this sense and as such many
investors are buying into sites like this one which
not only offers a stable income with great growth
prospects but also are attractive from a resell
perspective years down the line.
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Student Accommodation – Cities best for Investor- Sheffield
Sheffield
Over 63,000 students study in Sheffield every
year including more than 7,000 overseas
students making this location a prime town to
invest in. Many major towns have an
outstanding university but in Sheffield’s case
they have two of the best and biggest- Sheffield
University was named Times University of the
Year back in 2011 and Sheffield Hallam
University is the 4th largest university in the UK,
meaning no investor should be stuck looking for
a potential tenant in such a desirable area.
Sheffield is one of the most popular places to
study in the UK and interestingly has one of the
lowest crime rates, marking it as a safe town to
both invest and live in..
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Student Accommodation – Cities best for Investor- Bristol
Bristol
is home to two excellent universities with the
University of Bristol recognised as one of the UKs
finest and the University of West Englandbetween them they have around 50,000 students
studying at both universities. Bristol itself is a
major property hotspot- The Sunday Times voted it
the best place to live in the UK in 2017 and this
extends well to the student population.
The University of Bristol accounts for 6,000
houses geared for its students and with so many
more students needing somewhere to live,
investors are taking a firm interest in the student
lets market in Bristol. High yields of around 8%
only cement this as an excellent student town to
invest in
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Student Accommodation – 2017 – Top Transactions
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Student Accommodation – Investment Market Outlook
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Final Thoughts
•
•
•
•
•
•

International investors wanting scale in the sector to drive economies of
operation with lower FM costs (CPPIB, iQ, Brookfield).
Above benefitting from a weaker GBP
Location – City with great fundamentals – 2 plus Uni’s-one a Russell
Group, good international profile, expansion plans and growth in student
population! (PHEW!)
Student Population numbers static?
Development Pipeline – too much stock in Newcastle and too many
Studios in Glasgow
Properly identified Specification, Location and sensible Rental will be core
to a successful investment
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Student Housing

Thank you.
Vince Harney ACA CTA
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